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Majority of deformation and ruptures as a result of severe deformation of mechanical structures are due to the existence of

cracks or cracks generated through specific situations. These cracks causes stress concentration and eventually ruptures

under lower load conditions than they are designed to withstand. In this study, simulation tensile analysis was done by

designing compact tension specimen models with the number of holes that existed inside and the materials of the test

specimens by focusing on the effects of the cracks. The study results from all the analysis (deformations, equivalent stress

and strain energy) confirmed that the specimen models having two holes had better strength characteristics than those with

only one hole. Additionally, the durability and strength characteristics of specific mechanical structures against the load

improved through appropriate arrangement of holes thereby reducing stress generation. As such the results of this study

could be utilized as the basic data for future researches on composite materials and sandwich type homogenous materials.

Furthermore, the study results can assist in designing more durable products.
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1. Introduction

Majority of deformation and ruptures due to severe deformation

of machines and mechanical structures are due to cracks that exist

inside or generated by specific situations. Such cracks induce

deformation and rupture of mechanical structures and can even

cause human casualties due to such rupture. In particular, cracks

generate stress concentration phenomenon that can lead to the

ruptures under load conditions that are lower than the maximum

load that the mechanical structures are designed to resist.

Therefore, the researches to relieve such stress concentration, and

to give improved durability and strength characteristics are being

conducted actively until now. By focusing on such trend, this study

was aimed at relieving the stress concentration phenomenon and

improving the strength characteristics of mechanical structures. For

this purpose, compact tension specimen models with 3D

configuration were designed for each of the materials with the

presence of one or two holes along with crack within the test

specimen by using the material property values of stainless steel,

aluminum and brass. In addition, the simulation analysis was

carried on the tensile load by using finite-element analysis

program. The durability and strength characteristics of particular

mechanical structures against load were also evaluated in this

analysis. It is deemed that the research results deduced through this

study can be utilized as basic data for researches on composite

materials and sandwich type dissimilar materials to be executed
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later on. Moreover, it could make contribution towards designing

of products with better durability.1-5

2. Research Method

2.1 Research Models

Fig. 1 illustrates the compact tension specimen models used in

this study. These models were designed by using CATIA design

program. Cracks existed inside the specimen model. The number

of holes and material properties were designated all together as

variables. A total of four specimen models were designed,

including stainless steel-aluminum specimen model and stainless

steel-brass specimen model with a single hole inside the specimen

model, and stainless steel-aluminum specimen model and stainless

steel-brass specimen model with two holes inside the specimen

model. Specifications of each test specimen model are given in

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In addition, Table 1 illustrates the property

values of materials used in each of the test specimen models in this

study. 6-10

2.2 Boundary Conditions for Simulation Analysis

In this study, the simulation analysis was carried out to examine

the durability and strength characteristics of compact tension

specimen models in accordance with the number of holes within

the specimen and the materials used for the specimen. Boundary

conditions applied to the test specimen models for each of the

conditions are given in the Fig. 2 That is, with the presumption of

the situation in which the test specimen models are loaded onto

tension test device and subjected to load. The cylindrical support

condition is applied to the lower hole of the test specimen model,

thereby fixating the hole. On the other hand, the force condition is

applied to the top hole in the test specimen model with tensile load

of 1000N for the execution of analysis. As illustrated in the Fig. 2,

the boundary conditions are the same for all the test specimen

models.11-20

3. Analysis Results

3.1 Results of Total Deformation

Figs. 3 to 6 show the results of simulation analysis of

deformation of the compact tension specimen with varying number

of holes and materials used. Results of the analysis show that

although there are infinitesimal deformations of all the test

specimen models, it is possible to confirm the presence of slight

differences between the specimen models. Firstly, the stainless

Fig. 1 Dimensions of compact tension specimen models

Table 1 Material properties

Material
Stainless

steel

Aluminum 

alloy
Brass

Density (kg/m3) 7,750 2,770 83,000

Young’s Modulus

(GPa)
193 71 110

Poisson’s Ratio 0.31 0.33 0.34

Yield strength

(MPa)
207 280 280

Ultimate strength

(MPa)
586 310 430

Fig. 2 Boundary conditions of compact tension specimen models
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steel-aluminum specimen model with one hole had the maximum

deformation of approximately 0.0374 mm while the stainless steel-

brass specimen model with one hole had the maximum

deformation of approximately 0.0313 mm. The stainless steel-

aluminum specimen model and stainless steel-brass specimen

model with two holes had the maximum deformations of

approximately 0.0352 mm and 0.0295 mm, respectively. When the

specimen models were compared with each other on the grounds

of the aforementioned analysis results, all the specimen models

showed the maximum deformation at the adhesive interface

bonded with each material on the top part due to the tensile load.

Moreover, it was found that the specimen models with two holes

showed lower maximum deformations than the specimen models

with only one hole. It was considered that two holes were allocated

within the specimen model in order to disperse the load exerted

onto specimen model.

3.2 Results of Equivalent Stress

Figs. 7 to 10 show the results of simulation analysis of

equivalent stress of the compact tension specimen with varying

number of holes and materials used. Firstly, it was confirmed that

the maximum equivalent stresses that occurred in the stainless

steel-aluminum specimen model and the stainless steel-brass test

specimen model with a single hole in the specimens were

approximately 181.12 MPa and 153.1 MPa, respectively. Secondly,

the maximum equivalent stresses that occurred in the stainless

steel-aluminum specimen model and the stainless steel-brass

specimen model with two holes in the specimens were

approximately 154.81 MPa and 131.11 MPa, respectively. When

the specimen models were compared with each other on the

grounds of the data deduced through the aforementioned analysis,

all the test specimen models showed the maximum equivalent

stress near the crack at inner part on the adhesive interface bonded

with each material. Moreover, similar to the results of analysis of

deformations, it was found that the specimen models with two

holes showed lower maximum equivalent stress than the specimen

models with only one hole. In the case of stainless steel-aluminum

specimen model with two holes, it showed the strength characteristic

with almost no difference with that of stainless steel-brass

specimen model with only a single hole although it was a material

with strength characteristics that was weaker than those of the

Fig. 3 Contour of total deformation compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-aluminum, one hole)

Fig. 4 Contour of total deformation at compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-brass, one hole)

Fig. 5 Contour of total deformation at compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-aluminum, two holes)

Fig. 6 Contour of total deformation at compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-brass, two holes)
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stainless steel-brass. It was considered that two holes were

allocated within the specimen model in order to disperse the

equivalent stress generated at the section with crack.

3.3 Results of Strain Energy

Figs. 11 to 14 show the results of simulation analysis of strain

energy of the compact tension specimen with varying number of

holes and materials used. Firstly, it was confirmed that the

maximum strain energies that occurred in the stainless steel-

aluminum specimen model and the stainless steel-brass specimen

model with a single hole in the specimens were approximately

0.029 mJ and 0.0214 mJ, respectively. Secondly, the maximum

Fig. 7 Contour of equivalent stress at compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-aluminum, one hole)

Fig. 8 Contour of equivalent stress at compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-brass, one hole)

Fig. 9 Contour of equivalent stress at compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-aluminum, two holes)

Fig. 10 Contour of equivalent stress at compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-brass, two holes)

Fig. 11 Contour of strain energy at compact tension specimen model

(stainless steel-aluminum, one hole)

Fig. 12 Contour Result of strain energy at compact tension specimen

model (stainless steel-brass, one hole)
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strain energies that occurred in the stainless steel-aluminum

specimen model and the stainless steel-brass specimen model with

2 holes in the specimens were approximately 0.0223 mJ and

0.0165 mJ, respectively. The specimen models were compared

with each other on the grounds of the data deduced through the

aforementioned analysis. Like the comparative results on

equivalent stress, all the test specimen models showed the

maximum strain energy near the crack at inner part on the adhesive

interface bonded with each material. Moreover, similar to the

results explained above, it was found that the specimen models

with two holes showed lower maximum strain energy than the

specimen models with only one hole. As with the results of

analysis of equivalent stress, the stainless steel-aluminum

specimen model with two holes displayed strength characteristic

that was not much different from that of stainless steel-brass

specimen model with only a single hole, although the stainless

steel-aluminum was a material with strength characteristics that

was weaker than those of the stainless steel-brass. It was

considered that two holes were allocated within the specimen

model in order to disperse the strain energy generated at the section

with crack.

4. Comparison of Analysis Results and Discussion

Table 2 is a summary of the results of analysis explained above

and illustrates the strength characteristics of the compact tension

specimens against the tensile load applied on each of the

conditions. All the results of analysis show that the specimen

models with two holes have better strength characteristics than the

specimen models with a single hole. By comparing with other

specimen models, the stainless steel-brass specimen models with

two holes are shown to have the best strength characteristics as the

maximum deformation, the equivalent stress and strain energy

have the lowest values. The stainless steel-aluminum specimen

model with one hole are shown to have the worst strength

characteristics as the maximum deformation, equivalent stress and

strain energy have the highest values. In particular, when the

results of analysis of equivalent stress and strain energy are

compared, the stainless steel-aluminum specimen models with two

holes show the strength characteristics that are not much different

from those of the stainless steel-brass specimen models with a

single hole. This is in spite of the fact that the stainless steel-

aluminum is a material with weaker strength characteristics than

stainless steel-brass. It is considered that two holes are allocated

within the test specimen model in dispersing the equivalent stress

and the strain energy generated at the section with crack of the

specimen model. As such, it is possible to confirm that durability

and strength characteristics of specific mechanical structures

against load can be improved markedly only through appropriate

allocation of holes in order to reduce generation of stress arising

from the load. It is deemed that the research results deduced

Fig. 13 Contour of strain energy at compact tension specimen model

(stainless steel-aluminum, two holes)

Fig. 14 Contour of strain energy at compact tension specimen model

(stainless steel-brass, two holes)

Table 2 Comparison of analysis results

Total 

deformation

(mm)

Equivalent 

stress

(MPa)

Strain 

energy

(mJ)

Stainless steel-aluminum

(one hole)
0.0374 181.12 0.029

Stainless steel-brass

(one hole)
0.0313 153.1 0.0214

Stainless steel-aluminum

(two holes)
0.0352 154.81 0.0223

Stainless steel-brass

(two holes)
0.0295 131.11 0.0165
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through this study can be utilized as basic data for researches on

composite materials and sandwich type dissimilar materials to be

executed later on. Moreover, it could make contribution towards

designing of products with better durability.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the following conclusions are deduced through

execution of simulation tensile analysis by analyzing and

comparing compact tension specimen models with the number of

holes allocated inside the specimen and the materials used for the

specimen as the variables.

(1) It is possible to check the durability and strength

characteristics of the specimen models by designing compact

tension specimen models for each of the conditions and executing

simulation tensile analysis on these models.

(2) As the results of this study, it is possible to confirm that the

maximum deformations of all the specimen models occur at the

top of the specimen model, while the maximum equivalent stress

and maximum strain energy occur at the crack section within the

test specimen. Moreover, it is confirmed from all the analysis

results (deformations, equivalent stress and strain energy) that the

specimen models with two holes have better strength

characteristics than the test specimen models with only a single

hole.

(3) When the results of analysis of the equivalent stress and

the strain energy are compared, the stainless steel-aluminum

specimen models with two holes showed the strength

characteristics that are not much different from those of the

stainless steel-brass specimen models with a single hole. This is

in spite of the fact that the stainless steel-aluminum is a material

with weaker strength characteristics than stainless steel-brass.

This is deemed to be the result of the actions of the two holes

allocated within the specimen model in dispersing the equivalent

stress and the strain energy generated at the section with crack of

the specimen model. As such, it is possible to confirm that the

durability and strength characteristics of specific mechanical

structures against load can be improved markedly only through

appropriate allocation of holes in order to reduce generation of

stress arising from the load. 

(4) It is deemed that the research results deduced through this

study can be utilized as basic data for researches on composite

materials and sandwich type dissimilar materials to be executed

later on. Moreover, it could make contribution towards designing

of products with better durability.
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